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Mobile Beta Testing with TestFairy
Streamline your mobile app beta testing with managed app distribution and user feedback collection. Easily get new app
versions to your testers and collect meaningful user feedback and bug reports, for faster app iteration and release cycles.

TestFairy helps mobile teams streamline their mobile
development and beta testing processes, and provides
real-time user feedback for mobile developers, enabling
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them to continuously release better app versions.
The platform offers a stream of capabilities including
enterprise-grade app distribution, in-app bug reporting,
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session video recording, crash reporting, and integration
to all the major bug systems, SSOs, CIs, and Team
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communication services. All this, in a highly secure,
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compliant private cloud.

RELEASE BETTER ANDROID AND IOS APPS IN SHORTER DEVELOPMENT CYCLES
App Distribution
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Distribute any Android and iOS app version

Spend less time analyzing bug reports and

in a highly configurable and tightly secured

quickly identify issues with session video

enterprise-grade platform. Sync with your

recordings. Get real-time insights into how

corporate Single Sign-on to enforce corporate

users use your apps on their real devices and

role-based policies so only the right people will

understand everything that happened before an

have access to your apps.

app crashed or a bug was reported.

In-app Bug Feedback

Seamless Integrations

Uncover more issues and improve the quality of

Integrate with JIRA, Trello, Slack, or any other

bugs reported by allowing your users to easily

platform so that the issues posted by your

report meaningful bugs by simply shaking their

team will automatically get filed in the right

device or just clicking on a button, with an

place. TestFairy integrates seamlessly with any

intuitive in-app bug reporting interface.

Issue Management System, Single Sign-on,
Continuous Integration, Customer Support, and
Team Communication platforms.
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Security & Compliance

Remote Support

Comply with security standards by connecting

Get faster user insights to help your support

TestFairy to any SAML 2.0 Single Sign-On. With

teams understand how customers use their apps

end-to-end encryption you can encrypt sessions

in production. Provide your support teams with

with your private keys, so nobody, but your team has

the information they need to improve response

access to your data. As TestFairy comes on a private

time for customer issues and escalate support

cloud with a single tenant database it provides highly

tickets to development teams in one click.

compliant organizations a secure environment.

“TestFairy has helped us a lot in the integration process, solving any issue that has arisen in our journey.”
Enric Solà, Quality Innovation Manager at Central QA in King

CLOUD ARCHITECTURE THAT INTEGRATES
Simplify your mobile beta testing processes
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EASILY INTEGRATE WITH ANY TOOL IN YOUR ECOSYSTEM
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